
Bismillahir Rahmanir Rahim

Dear Shareholders,

The Board of Directors of Southeast Bank Limited takes this 

opportunity to welcome you all to the 26th Annual General 

Meeting of the Shareholders and has immense pleasure to lay 

before you the 26th Annual Report of the Bank together with 

the Auditors’ Report for the year ended December, 2020.

1. World Economic Scenario in 2020 and outlook                      
for 2021

The COVID-19 pandemic has affected large parts of the 

global economy, restricting economic activities, increasing 

uncertainties and unleashing a recession unseen since the 

Great Depression.

However, the progress with vaccines and treatment has lifted 

expectations and uncertainty has receded. Due to fast actions 

taken by the Government and Central Banks, global activities 

have rapidly recovered in many sectors, though some service 

activities remain impaired by physical distancing. The 

collapse in employment has partially reversed, but large 

numbers of people remain underemployed. Most firms have 

survived, albeit financially weakened in many cases. Without 

massive policy support, the economic and social situation 

would have been calamitous. The worst has been avoided, 

most of the economic fabric has been preserved and could 

revive quickly, but the situation remains precarious for many 

vulnerable people, firms and countries.

According to the World Bank, the pandemic crisis is 

expected to cause global GDP to contract by 5.2 per cent 

this year but will regain growth momentum achieving 4.2 per 

cent growth in 2021. The IMF forecast for global economic 

growth in 2020 and 2021 is also fairly similar at - 4.4 per 

cent for 2020 and 5.2 per cent for 2021. The UN predicted 

Global gross domestic product (GDP) to shrink by 3.2 per 

cent in 2020, with only a gradual recovery of lost output 

projected for 2021. OECD predicted global GDP to contract 

by 4.2 per cent this year. Cumulatively, the world economy is 

expected to lose nearly $8.5 trillion in output in 2020 and 

2021 (Source: World Economic Situation and Prospects - 
2020, UN).

As many countries closed national borders and restricted 
free movements of people and goods in the form of lockdown, 
supply and global demand for goods and services have been 
disrupted significantly. The demand for oil and other 
commodities has fallen sharply, as transportation; air travel 
and manufacturing have come to a virtual standstill in many 
economies. Financial markets in developed countries 
experienced extreme volatility, as uncertainties persisted. 
Central banks in developed countries responded with 
interest rate cuts and asset purchases to inject liquidity, 
sustain credit flows and stabilize equity and bond. Increased 
risk aversion among investors triggered large capital 
outflows from many large developing economies, leading to 
large currency depreciations and tighter credit conditions. 
The unprecedented and simultaneous shock to global 
demand and supply have rendered millions unemployed in 
the span of just a few months.

Tourism

A sudden drop in global tourism and travel Lockdowns, 

border closings and weakened demand have led to a drastic 

fall in passenger air traffic and a collapse of tourism 

worldwide. Tourism, which employs an estimated 330 million 

people worldwide, is the hardest hit economic sector (Source: 

World Trade and Tourism Council).

Commodity prices 

Commodity prices have dropped in 2020, as the pandemic 

upended global demand and supply. Oil and commodity prices 

are likely to remain depressed in the near term, which will 

push many commodity-dependent economies, especially 

those who are already saddled with high levels of external 

debt, closer to an economic crisis.

Money Market

Equity, bond and currency markets experienced 

unprecedented volatility during 2020, reflecting significant 

uncertainties in the short-run. 

Global Outlook 2021

(Source: World Economic Situation and Prospects 2020, 

June 30, 2020, UN)

In a pessimistic scenario, major economies will face a second 

wave of the pandemic in early 2021, this requiring them to 

extend lockdowns and enforce restrictions on economic 

activities until mid-2021. 
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Under these assumptions, global economic output would 
plunge steeply by 3.2 per cent in 2020, followed by a 0.5 per 
cent growth in 2021. 

Under the baseline scenario, developed countries will see 
their economic output contract by 5.0 per cent in 2020. The 
decline will be most severe in Europe, where GDP is 
projected to shrink by 5.5 per cent in 2020. 

According to the baseline forecast, economies of developing 
countries will contract by 0.7 per cent in 2020. In addition to 
falling domestic demand, the majority of developing countries 
will see sharp declines in export revenues, remittances, 
foreign direct investment (FDI), and official development 
assistance (ODA), which account for more than a quarter of 
their GDP before the crisis.

China’s growth is projected to slow to 1.7 per cent in 2020, 
after the country recorded its first quarter of negative 
growth in more than four decades. For many South and East 
Asian economies, exports will contract in line with supply 
chain disruptions and a significant slowdown in global 
demand. Amid sharp declines in commodity prices, economic 
activity is expected to decline in Africa (-1.6 per cent), Latin 
America and the Caribbean (-5.4 per cent), Western Asia 
(-3.5 per cent) and the economies in transition in Europe and 
Central Asia (-3.5 per cent).

2. State of the Bangladesh Economy in 2020 and 
Economic Trends

(Source: Bangladesh Economic Review 2020 (Oct, 2020), 
Ministry of Finance, GOB)

The COVID pandemic affected not only the global economies 
but also it put some scars on Bangladesh’s economy. It has 
slowed down our tremendous progress during last decade. 
Still Bangladesh has done an exceptional job keeping the 
downturn minimal compared to the other South Asian 
counterparts.

Economic growth slowed to 5.24 per cent in FY2019 -20, 
according to the provisional estimates of BBS, which is the 
lowest since FY2008-09. As per final estimate GDP growth 
was 8.15 per cent in FY 2018-19.

GDP growth of the South Asian Countries comparison chart:

According to the provisional estimate of BBS, the growth of 
agriculture sector has slowed to 3.11 per cent in FY2019-20, 
from 3.92 per cent in FY2018-19. During the same period, 
industry sector grew by 6.48 per cent, which was 12.67 per 
cent in the previous fiscal year. The service sector grew by 
5.32 per cent in FY2019-20 compared to 6.78 per cent in the 
previous fiscal year. The contribution of agricultural, industry 

and service sectors reached at 13.35 per cent, 35.36 per cent 
and 51.30 present respectively in FY2019-20 against 13.65 
per cent, 35.00 per cent and 51.35 per cent respectively in 
the previous fiscal year.

Per Capital GDP & Per Capital National Income

Per capita GDP and per capita national income stood 
respectively at US$ 1,970 and US$ 2,064 in FY2019-20, up 
by US$ 142 and US$ 155 from the previous fiscal year. 
During FY2019-20, domestic savings increased to 25.31 per 
cent of GDP, which was 25.02 per cent in the previous fiscal 
year. Likewise, national savings as per cent of GDP increased 
to 30.11 per cent in FY2019-20 from 29.50 per cent of the 
previous fiscal year.

Inflation Rate

In FY2019-20, the inflation rate stood at 5.65 per cent, which 

is slightly higher than the target (5.50%).

In this case, food inflation increased to 5.56 per cent and non- 
food inflation stood at 5.85 per cent. The Coronavirus 
(COVID-19) pandemic has slowed global economic activity 
and reduced inflation globally. However, the pandemic could 
ignite world food production and cause disruption in supply 
chain. Therefore, food inflation is likely to increase in the 
coming months.

Monetary Policy

The monetary programme is based on the 8.2 per cent real 
GDP growth and 5.5 per cent CPI inflation ceiling targets 
declared for FY 2019-20 in the national budget. The 
year-on-year growth of broad money at the end of June 2020 
stood at 12.64 per cent, which is slightly higher than the 
target (12.50).

With a view to ensuring the adequate liquidity in the financial 
system as well as to tackle the impending financial crisis 
stemming from outbreak of the COVID-19 pandemic, 
Bangladesh Bank reduced the repo rate from 6 per cent to 
5.25 per cent and subsequently it was further reduced to 
4.75 per cent. The Cash Reserve Requirement (CRR) was 
initially reduced from 5 per cent to 4.5 per cent (daily-basis) 
and from 5.5 per cent to 5 per cent (bi-weekly basis), with a 
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further reduction to 4 per cent and 3.5 per cent, respectively, 
from 15 April 2020. Bangladesh Bank has also raised the 
advance-deposit ratio (ADR) and investment- deposit ratio 
(IDR) by 2 per cent to 87 per cent and 92 per cent 
respectively to facilitate credit to the private sector and 
improve liquidity in the banking system.

Credit

At the end of FY2019-20, the growth of private sector credit 
stood at 8.61 per cent, compared to 11.32 per cent in the 
previous fiscal year. The net credit to the government 
increased by 55.51 per cent at the end of June, 2020 
compared to 19.37 per cent increase in same period of 
previous fiscal year. Initiatives have been taken to rationalize 
the interest/profit rate of loans/investments with a view to 
creating an industry and business friendly environment for 
the industrial, business and service organizations.

Export & Import

World trade has slowed since the beginning of 2020 due to 
trade disputes between the United States and China, 
falling oil prices and declining revenue in the oil producing 
countries. The economic activities came to stagnant due to 
the COVID-19 pandemic, which also affected country’s 
foreign trade. Total export earnings in FY2019-20 stood at 
US$ 33,674.09 million, down 16.93 percent from the 
previous fiscal year. Similarly, imports in FY2019-20 stood 
at US$ 54,784.70 million, down 8.56 percent over the 
previous fiscal year. The export sector is expected to 
rebound once the Corona crisis is resolved. The 
government has taken several steps as an incentive in the 
export sector. The size of the Export Development Fund 
(EDF) has already been increased from US$ 350 million to 
US$ 500 million and interest rate has been reduced to 2 
percent.

Manpower Export

In the first nine months of FY2019-20 (July- March, 2020), 
the country's manpower exports stood at 5.31 lakh people, 
which is 2.73 per cent more than the same period of the 
previous fiscal year. From April 2020 to June 2020, 
manpower exports were virtually closed. In FY2019-20, 
remittance inflows stood at US$ 18,205.01 million, an 
increase of 10.87 per cent over the previous fiscal year due to 
introduction of 2 per cent incentives on remittances sent by 
NRBS.

FOREX Reserve

The surplus in the overall balance helped maintain the foreign 
exchange reserve up. On 30 June 2020, the foreign exchange 
reserves reached US$ 36.04 billion which was US$ 32.72 
billion as on 30 June 2019. On October 8, 2020, our foreign 
exchange reserve reached the record level of US$ 40 billion. 
In FY2019-20, the exchange rate of Taka against US$ 
remained stable.

Gov’t Initiatives

To keep the country's economy afloat in the face of the 
ongoing Coronavirus pandemic, extra spending on 
healthcare, emergency humanitarian assistance has been 
made. The government has already announced a stimulus 
package of about 1.2 lac crore Taka for economic recovery. 
Some of the notable activities of this package are: create 
special funds for export oriented industries; provide working 
capital facilities to the affected industry and  service sector 
organizations; provide working capital facilities to small 
(including cottage industries) and medium industrial 
enterprises; increase the benefits of the Export 
Development Fund; increase coverage of social security; 
direct cash transfer to the targeted people, formulate various 
funds for the agricultural sector. As well as financial 
incentives, various activities including policy support such as 
reduction of import duty on COVID-19 related products, 
policy support to increase liquidity in the banking sector has 
been provided. As a result of these actions taken by the 
government, the economy is expected to turn around.

Outlook

(Source: Asian Development Outlook 2020 (Sept, 2020), ADB)

Growth is expected to regain momentum this fiscal year (July 
2020–June 2021) as the external sector strengthens, while 
supportive fiscal and monetary stimulus measures bolster 
domestic demand. The Asian Development Bank (ADB) has 
projected strong economic recovery for Bangladesh in the 
2020-21 fiscal year, where gross domestic product (GDP) is 
expected to grow by 6.8 per cent riding on strong 
manufacturing and exports.

Meanwhile, the South Asian economy will grow at 7.1 per 
cent in the FY 2021, while the developing Asian economies 
are expected to contract by 0.7 per cent in 2021. 

With cautious reopening of the economy since May 2020 and 
subdued global economic conditions, recovery is expected to 
be gradual in the first two quarters of FY2021. Strong 
manufacturing base will enable more rapid recovery in tandem 
with projected strengthening of growth in the advanced 
economies and import demand from them, it projected. 

Prudent macroeconomic management and speedy 
implementation of the government stimulus measures are 
key imperatives to ensure the projected recovery.

Bangladesh's economy has started recovering from the 
pandemic. Despite significant pressure on the health and 
pandemic management systems, the government has 
managed the economy well with appropriate economic 
stimulus and social protection measures, ensuring basic 
services and commodities for the poor and vulnerable. 
Recent economic performance in exports and remittances, 
and government's macroeconomic management including 
securing foreign funds for economic stimulus and social 
protection have made this recovery feasible. Early access to 
vaccines and continued emphasis on health pandemic 
management can help sustain this recovery. 



Projection on major economic indicators

Bangladesh exports are expected to grow by 8 per cent in 
FY2021, with gradual recovery in the first half accelerating in 
the second along with the expected upturn in the global 
economy.

Export recovery will be aided by government stimulus 
measures and efforts to improve the business climate, as 
well as using duty-free trade opportunities extended by the 
People's Republic of China.

Imports are expected to grow by 5 per cent as the apparel 
sector returns to normal operations, which will require more 
raw materials. In addition, the accelerated implementation of 
large infrastructure projects should boost imports of capital 
equipment and materials.

Growth in agriculture is projected to rise by 3.5 per cent in 
the current fiscal year, aided by government subsidies for 
seed, fertilizer, innovation, farm mechanization, and 
irrigation, and refinancing facilities to provide working capital 
for small and medium-sized farms affected by the pandemic. 

Growth in industry is forecast at 10.3 per cent, assuming 
improved consumer demand, strong export growth following 
recovery in major export markets, and expected growth in 
private investment. 

Inflation is projected steady at 5.5 per cent in FY2021 due to 
a good crop outlook and favorable international commodity 
prices. 

3. An overview of the Bank

Southeast Bank Limited, a second generation private 
commercial bank, emerged in 1995 amid liberalization of 
global economies. Currently, its Authorized Capital is BDT 
15,000.00 million and its total capital and reserve reached at 
BDT 40,372.53 million as on December 31, 2020. Its vision is 
to stand out as a premier banking institution in Bangladesh 
and contribute significantly to the national economy.

The Bank, in the meantime, successfully completed 
twenty-six years of banking operations registering significant 
growth in performance indicators. In 2020, the Bank earned 
an after tax profit of BDT 2,149.10 million. The deposit of the 
Bank grew by 9.20 percent to BDT 359,535.94 million and 
loans and advances by 8.59 percent to BDT 322,251.46 
million compared to those of 2019.

Operational excellence coupled with qualitative 
improvements continued to be of paramount importance to 
the Bank. At present, the Bank has 135 branches and 2 
Off-Shore Banking Units across the country. 17 No. of 
Sub-branches (Uposhakha) have been raised in 2020. Our 
journey towards greater operational success continues with 
increased energy and enthusiasm.

As we face the stiff challenges ahead on the way to further 
improving the profitability of the Bank, we rely on our skilled 
and experienced manpower. Our strengths are our close and 
cordial partnership with customers, our firmly anchored 
presence in the country’s strategic places of commercial and 
business importance and global reach through our 

correspondent Banks for expansion of foreign trade, foreign 
exchange and remittance business. Our product-basket 
encompasses Real Time Online Branch Banking, Islamic 
Banking, Merchant Banking, SME Banking, Corporate 
Banking, Dual Currency World MasterCard Credit Card, Dual 
Currency Visa Platinum Credit Card, Dual Currency Visa 
Debit Card, MasterCard Insta Prepaid Card, Visa Travel Card, 
Virtual Card, Beton Card, Beton Plus Card, Hajj Card, 
Anupama Credit Card for Women, e-Commerce Payment 
Gateway, Mobile Financial Service (MFS), Internet Banking 
Facility, ATMs, Recycler ATMs, Home Loan, Rural Home Loan, 
Car Loan, Personal Loan, Express Cash, Staff House Building 
Loan, Education Loan Scheme, Consumer Loan, Syndicate 
Loan, Double Benefit Scheme, Millionaire Deposit Scheme, 
Monthly Savings Scheme, Day basis Fixed Deposit Product for 
retail clients, Fixed Deposit, Monthly Income Scheme, Pension 
Saving Scheme, Multi-Millionaire Gold Deposit Scheme (kept 
in abeyance for the time being), Mohor Saving Scheme, Wage 
Earner Pension Scheme, Emerald: Savings Account, Garnet: 
Current Account, Zakat Account, Cash Wakfh Account, etc. in 
addition to our traditional credit and foreign trade related 
products and services.

High quality customer service through the integration of the 
latest and state of the art banking technology is our tool to 
achieve success. Customers are our first priority. We are 
trying hard to provide a system of one stop solution for 
customers by providing a spectrum of services. Our 
employees have mastered new technology, enhanced their 
product knowledge and honed their skill to help customers 
meet their financial goals. We want to be the best at helping 
customers become financially better off by providing 
necessary advice, innovative leading-edge financial 
solutions, choice and convenience. Irrespective of 
customers’ size and type, we aim at delivering the best 
customer service by meeting their unique and different 
needs in a professional, ethical, friendly and knowledgeable 
manner.

We are pledge-bound to turn Southeast Bank into a modern 
banking institution dynamic in actions, progressive in 
programs, honest in dealings, just in judgment, futuristic in 
attitude, fair in approaches and devoted to high quality 
service to customers. Our charted plans are aimed at 
boosting modern management, advanced technology, good 
profitability, sound financial strength and fair image of the 
Bank. We are firmly committed to transparent, responsible 
and accountable corporate governance with the 
participation of our strong and most capable team of 
professionals and under the valuable directions and 
guidance of the Board of Directors of the Bank.

Southeast Bank carries out its business activities keeping in 
mind its core values, norms of business, commitment to 
clients, society and the environment at large. Southeast 
Bank in all its activities and operations tries to establish 
Green Banking practice and attain a sustainable growth. The 
Bank in all its endeavors wants to assure its shareholders a 
steady and competitive return on their investment in line 
with the best among peer institutions.



4. Capital and Reserves

The Authorized Capital of the Bank was BDT 15,000.00 million and paid-up capital was BDT 11,889.41 million as of December 31, 

2020. The Capital and Reserves (Tier-1 Capital and Tier-II Capital) stood at BDT 40,236.71 million as compared to BDT 

35,993.86 million in last year showing a increase of 11.79 percent.

Capital and Reserve of the Bank as of December 31, 2020 were as follows:

BDT in Million

Regulatory Capital: Consolidated Solo

Tier-1 capital

1) Common Equity Tier-1 Capital (CET-1)

Fully Paid-up capital 11,889.41 11,889.41

Non- repayable share premium account  

 Statutory reserve 11,580.48 11,580.48

 General reserve 247.65 247.65

 Retained earnings 1,315.62 1,190.00

 Dividend equalization Reserve  

 Minority interest in subsidiaries 10.20 - 

Regulatory Adjustments  

Goodwill and all other Intangible assets 238.08 238.08

2) Additional Tier-1 Capital (AT-1)  

3) Total Tier-1 capital (1+2) 24,805.28 24,699.45

Tier-2 capital  

General provision (Unclassified loans, SMA, Off balance sheet) 4,567.25 4,567.25

Subordinated debt 11,000.00 11,000.00

All other preference shares  

Regulatory Adjustments  

4) Total Tier-2 capital 15,567.25 15,567.25

Regulatory Adjustments  

Goodwill and all other Intangible assets  

Total eligible capital (3+4) 40,372.53 40,236.71

5. Capital to Risk Weighted Assets Ratio (CRAR)

Southeast Bank has maintained Capital to Risk-weighted Asset Ratio (CRAR) of 14.52 percent (Solo) and 14.35 Percent 

(Consolidated) as on December 31, 2020 as against the minimum capital requirement of 12.50 percent as set by Bangladesh Bank 

under Basel-III reporting through BRPD Circular No.18 dated December 21, 2014 of Bangladesh Bank.



6. Shareholders’ Value Enhancement

Shareholders’ value is the term that indicates ability to sustain and distribute more to the equity owners of a company; it depends 

on management’s skills, financial capacity to increase earnings and cash flow, which leads to growth in dividends and capital gains 

for the shareholders.

Shareholders’ value enhancement of a company depends on strategic decisions made by its board of directors and senior 

management, including the ability to make wise investments and generate a healthy return on invested capital. If this value is 

created, particularly over the long term, the share price increases and the company can pay larger cash dividends to shareholders.

Maximization of Shareholders’ value is the main focus in strategic planning of our Bank. The Bank achieved considerable growth in 

its profit margin over the years which facilitated maximization of shareholders’ wealth. Steady rate of Dividend declaration on 

regular basis and maintaining Market Capitalization in terms of Paid up Capital at a higher end indicates strong fundamentals of 

our shares. Net profit after tax of the Bank is BDT 2,149.10 million in 2020. 

7. Deposits Mix

Total deposit increased by 9.20% year on year basis in 2020 improving overall deposit mix. The existing deposit mix is keeping 

other major liquidity indicators stable and above the regulatory requirement. SEBL has diversified its deposit base with numerous 

products with the mixture of high cost and low cost deposit. As part of its strategic approach, SEBL has focused on low cost and 

no-cost deposit to gain edge in interest spread. The bank through its dynamic retail and corporate team, has managed to build up 

a strong deposit base with appropriate cost management to gain competitive advantage in the industry.

The amount of total deposit of the Bank on December 31, 2020 stood at BDT 359,535.94 million as compared to BDT 329,250.27 

on December 31, 2019.

Sl. No. Particulars BDT in Million
 Share in Total

   Deposits 

1 Current/Al-wadeeah current accounts and other accounts 66,850.59  18.59%

2 Bills payable 3,940.33  1.10%

3 Savings bank/Mudaraba savings bank deposits 38,060.94  10.59%

4 Fixed deposits/Mudaraba fixed deposits & SND 250,684.08  69.72%

 Total 359,535.94  100%

69.72%

18.59%

1.10%

10.59%359,536

2020

329,250

2019

298,335

2018

269,828

2017

229,973

2016

Total Deposits

Deposits Mix



8. Lending and Investment

Year Outstanding at the Growth Rate
 end of the year
 (BDT in Million)

2020 322,251.46 8.59%

2019 296,752.96 10.86%

2018 267,671.63 14.23%

2017 234,316.72 22.13%

2016 191,865.59 13.61%

Whole Banking industry as well as SEBL faced with various 
challenges including COVID 19 pandemic in the year 2020, 
despite this the bank’s loan portfolio stood at Tk. 322,251 
million on December 31, 2020 with a growth of 8.59% YoY. 
Pragmatic assessment of loan proposal and good pre and post 
disbursement monitoring enabled the bank to expand its 
investment to the new business horizon. Consequently, the 
bank invested through various funded and non-funded loan 
products and services to facilitate corporate clients, Cottage, 
Micro, Small and Medium Enterprise (CMSMEs), rural 
businesses and marginal farmers for a healthy growth. 
Featured products and services of SEBL comprise of cash 
credit facilities, demand loan, term loan, agricultural credit, 
micro credit, project finance, export credit, structured/ 
syndicated finance, letter of credit, guarantee, discounting of 
bills, documentary credits, credit card, consumer credit etc. In 
addition, during 2020 SEBL disbursed BDT 14,928.75 million 
in form of refinance schemes under Bangladesh Bank various 
stimulus packages aimed at preventive action against affect 
of COVID 19 and brining new dynamics in post pandemic 
economy.

9. Guarantee Business

Guarantee Business (Open Ended/Close Ended) including 
diverse segments like Performance Guarantee, Bid Bond, 
Advance Payment Guarantee, Retention Bond and Security 
Bond helps SEBL comprise a strong base for Non-Funded 
Business. In 2020 total Guarantee Business of the Bank 
amounted to BDT 16,688.30 million against the amount of 
BDT 16,470.30 in 2019 having a positive growth 1.54%.

10. Investment Mix

The investment portfolio of SEBL was BDT 97,073.89 million 
against BDT 77,310.04 million in the previous year. Total 
investment portfolio of SEBL consists of diverse mix of 
several investment components including Treasury Bills, 
Treasury Bonds, Prize Bonds, Subordinated Bonds issued by 
banks, Corporate Bond and Shares of listed and un-listed 
Companies. The investments were kept mostly to align with 
SLR norms, as stipulated by Bangladesh Bank guidelines.

11. Asset Liability Committee (ALCO)

Asset Liability Committee (ALCO) is a senior level committee 
with the decision-making capacity and responsibility to 

review, discuss and direct the financial policy, position, and risk 
exposures. Asset-Liability Committee comprising of members 
of the senior management team is the most important 
decision-making body from the Asset and Liability 
Management point of view. As per Bangladesh Bank’s ALM 
guideline, Southeast Bank has a fully functional Asset Liability 
Committee (ALCO) consisting of senior level executives.

 The major roles and responsibilities of ALCO are as follows:

• Ensuring bank’s measurement and reporting 
systems accurately to convey the degrees of 
liquidity and market risk.

• Monitoring the structure and composition of bank’s 
assets and liabilities and identifying balance sheet 
management issues that may lead to 
underperformance.

• Deciding on the major aspects of balance sheet 
structure, such as maturity and currency mix of 
assets and liabilities, mix of wholesale versus retail 
funding, deposit mix, etc.

• Deciding on how to respond to significant, actual 
and expected increases and decreases in required 
funding.

• Reviewing maturity profile and mix of assets and 
liabilities.

• Articulating interest rate views of the bank and 
deciding on balance sheet strategy.

• Reviewing contingency funding plan for the Bank.

12. Internal Control and Compliance

The Internal Controls System of Southeast Bank Limited is 
sound in design and has been effectively implemented and 
regularly monitored. Bank’s robust system of Internal 
Control gives reasonable assurance of achieving the goals 
and objectives that the Bank targets for long-term 
sustainability and profitability.

The foundation of Internal Control and Compliance System 
of the Bank is rooted in organizational structure, policies, 
procedures and instructions provided by its Board of 
Directors and Senior Management and as per prevailing 
laws, regulations and best practices. The Board always 
inspires a strong control and compliance culture at all levels 
across the Bank. Internal Control and Compliance Policies 
of the Bank include (i) Monitoring & Compliance, (ii) 
Information Security, (iii) Internal Audit, (iv) Risk 
Management, etc.

The Board has delegated the responsibility of overall 
supervision of internal control system to Audit Committee 
of the Board. The Audit Committee reviews the various 
reports of internal auditors, external auditors, Bangladesh  

Bank’s inspection team and its compliance status. It also 

receives regular reports on emerging risks in each of its 

meetings from different divisions and conducts an annual 

review of the adequacy and effectiveness of the system of 

risk management as well as internal controls. The Committee 



places its report regularly to the Board of Directors of the 
Bank mentioning its review results and recommendations on 
internal control system, compliance of rules and regulations 
and establishment of good governance within the 
organization.

The Bank management equally holds responsibility for 
putting in place an Internal Control System in the Bank and 
for periodically reviewing its effectiveness. A key feature in 
the fulfillment of these responsibilities is to strengthen the 
Bank’s operating procedure and associated internal control 
system to meet the purposes of completeness, accuracy, 
reliability of financial transactions, justification and 
reasonableness.

The functions of Internal Control and Compliance Division 
(ICCD) of the Bank are independent from the operational 
activities and play a pivotal role in the Control System. ICCD 

acts as eyes and ears for both the Board of Directors and the 
Management of the Bank through regular inspections, 
off-site supervision/ monitoring on all the functional and 
operational activities of the Bank.

The system of internal control of the Bank also ensures 
immediate reporting of all the identified significant 
weaknesses and control failures together with details of 
corrective actions being undertaken at appropriate levels of 
the management.

As no system or framework can be foolproof, the Board of 
Southeast Bank recognizes that the internal control system 
of the bank cannot eliminate the risks entirely, rather can only 
manage or mitigate the risks to an acceptable level providing 
reasonable, not absolute, assurance of achieving the bank’s 
policies, goals and objectives in generating potential returns 
to shareholders.

13. Performance of Selected Liability Products as on December 31, 2020

 Both Traditional and Islamic Banking

Type of Accounts No. of Accounts Deposit Volume

  BDT in Million

Current Deposit (CD) 114,637 17,289.43

Special Notice Deposit (SND) 12,926 42,280.76

Savings Deposit 712,394 38,060.94

Fixed Deposit Receipt (FDR) 85,833 188,691.02

BDT in Million

Traditional Banking Islamic Banking

Type of Accounts
No. of 

Accounts
Deposit 
Volume Type of Accounts

No. of 
Accounts

Deposit 
Volume

Monthly Income Scheme 1,328 1,494.46 Mudaraba Pension Savings Scheme 3,935 773.66

Monthly Savings
Scheme 49,738 5,161.03

Wage Earners Mudaraba
Pension Savings Scheme 144 46.67

Educational Savings
Schemes 6 0.52

Tijarah Mudaraba Muhor
Savings Scheme 42 17.89

Multimillionaire Gold
Deposit Scheme 985 1,299.93

Mudaraba Educational
Savings Schemes 17 4.21

Mudaraba Monthly Savings 
Scheme 3,782 405.93

130 436.82Super Double Benefit 
Scheme 116 88.00

Mudaraba Monthly Income
Scheme

Pension Savings Scheme 45,414 10,152.90 Hajj Sanchay Prokolpa 3 0.86

Millionaire Deposit 
Scheme 3,950 1,741.47

Mudaraba Super Double
Benefit Scheme 7 2.08

Double Benefit Scheme 9,379 14,879.01
Mudaraba Marriage Saving
Scheme 8 0.05

Mudaraba Millionaire Deposit
Scheme 279 179.76

Wage Earner Pension
Savings Scheme 1,294 287.35

Mudaraba Pension Savings
Scheme 3,935 773.66



14. Annual Budget and Budgetary Control

Southeast Bank regularly upgrades its budgetary techniques and processes in line with industry practice, dynamic business 

environment and national economic goals. Annual Budget is formulated as part of a medium term Five Year budgetary framework 

and is reviewed from time to time in the light of actual achievements of budgetary goals. In formulating budget, the Bank carefully 

evaluates its strengths and weaknesses and also takes into account likely threats and opportunities for business operation that 

may arise in the near to medium term.

Bank’s budgetary goals and processes are always consistent with the national economic development policies and priorities. While 

formulating lending volumes and priorities, the Bank duly takes into account the importance of diversified lending to industrial and 

services sectors, geographic areas, SME and agricultural sector. Annual Credit Policy of the Bank, an important guideline for 

allocation of projected volume of credit to different sectors specifies lending principles of the Bank. The Bank also carries out 

analysis of potentials of each and every Branch while determining their budgetary goals.

The budget incorporating mobilization of deposit from different customer segments, lending to different sectors both funded and 

non-funded, promotion of international trade and above all controlling costs of doing business are monitored at the Headquarter. 

The process of budget formulation and execution is reviewed with all the branches in Annual Business Policy Meeting as well as in 

quarterly meetings held with all the branches. Reports on status of implementation of budget are placed to the Board every month 

and guidelines and directions given by the Board are communicated to all concerned for compliance. An appropriate monitoring 

mechanism has been established centrally at Headquarter of the Bank to ensure budget implementation.

15. Financial Performance Highlights of SEBL

Banking industry passed a challenging year due to COVID-19, Interest rate regulation, governance, capital adequacy, profitability 

and soundness in 2020. Despite intensified challenges, SEBL managed its portfolio efficiently in the year 2020 with an NPL of 

3.10% (4.87% in 2019) which was lower than that of industry average 8.9%. The prime focus during the year has been improving 

asset quality, recovering classified and written off loans, mobilization of deposits, process automation, upholding service 

excellence, and rationalizing costs. A brief review of financial performances are as follows:

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                            BDT in Crore

Particulars Group %  Bank %

 2020 2019 Changes 2020 2019 Changes

   Net Interest Income                                   248.14           425.70         -42%              240.92   421.57             -43%

   Non-Interest Income             1,128.91      1,013.37          11%           1,114.25    999.55              11%

   Total Operating Income                                  1,377.06       1,439.07           -4%           1,355.17  1,421.11            -5%

   Total Operating Expenses                                                       550.60          540.77            2%             538.78   525.60               3%

   Profit before provision & Tax                                  826.46          898.30           -8%             816.39   895.52               -9%

   General provision                                     303.65           32.82         825%              303.65     32.82             825%

   1% General provision for COVID-19                116.17     -           100%             116.17          -              100%

   Specific provision                                                           82.75          425.50        -81%               82.75              425.50             -81%

   Provision for investments                (11.71)           31.96      -137%             (11.71)  31.96            -137%

   Other provisions                   20.01           (32.41)      -162%               20.01   (32.41)           -162%

   Total profit before taxation               315.59            440.42         -28%             305.52               437.64             -30%

   Provision for taxation                 100.68         189.57         -47%              95.93   185.56              -48%

   Net profit after taxation                214.91           250.86        -14%              209.59   252.08             -17%

   Earnings per share                   1.81                  2.11         -14%               1.76    2.12             -17%



• Net interest income (NII) contributed 18.47% of total operating income, whereas interest income was BDT 22,250.49 

million and interest expenses was BDT 1,976.91 million in the year 2020. 

• Non-interest income which contributed rest 81.53% increased by 11.37% mainly due to increase of income from 

investment by 27.64% in 2020 compared to 2019.

• In the year 2020, operating income was BDT 13,770.56 million and operating expense was BDT 5,506.01 million.  As 

a consequence, operating profit of the Bank reached at BDT 8,264.56 million in 2020.

• Total tax provision decreased by 46.89% in 2020 compared to last year mainly due to increases of tax deductible 

expense for having write-off loans in 2020.

16. Source and Utilization of Funds

Total equities and liabilities as on 31 December, 2020 stood at 

BDT 465,293.41 million, representing an increase of 10.18% 

YoY. This growth was mainly attributed to the 9.20% increase in 

deposits amounting to BDT 30,285.66 million, which accounts 

for nearly 10.18% of the overall increase in liabilities. 

A lion’s share of SEBL’s funds is derived from customer deposit 

accounts, bulk of which is utilized in loans and advances, as can 

be comprehended from the charts below. A slice of this fund is 

kept in the form of cash and cash equivalents to maintain CRR 

and SLR ratios, which currently stands at 4% and 13% for 

conventional banking and 4% and 5.5% for islami banking of the 

total customers’ demand and time/term liabilities of the bank, 

respectively.

Several diverse asset components including Cash and Cash 

Equivalents, Investments, Loans, Fixed Assets and other assets 

comprise the Asset Portfolio of the Bank. The total amount of 

Asset Portfolio amounted to BDT 465,293.41 million on 

December 31, 2020.

The break-up of total assets is given below:

Particulars BDT in Million

Cash and Cash Equivalents 28,299.43

Investments 97,073.89

Loans 322,251.46

Fixed Assets 9,714.97

Other Assets 7,953.65

Total  465,293.41

Particulars BDT in Million

Subordinated bond- 3% 13,600.00

Other borrowings- 4% 18,897.68

Deposits-77% 359,535.93

Other liabilities-9% 43,545.83

Shareholders' equity- 7% 29,703.77

Non-controlling interes-0% 10.20

Total  465,293.41

6%

21%

69%

2%

Utilisation
of Fund

Cash and Cash Equivalents-6%

Investments-21%

Loans-69%

Fixed Assets-2%

Others Assets-2%

2%

3% 4%

77%

9%

7%

Sources of
fund

Subordinated bond-3%

Other borrowings-4%

Deposits-77%

Other liabilities-9%

Shareholders’ equity-7%



Particulars BDT in Million

Net interest income 2,481.42

Investment income 6,750.89

Commission, exchange and brokerage 3,536.22

Other operating income 1,002.03

Total Operating Income 13,770.56

26%

7%

18%

49%

17. Last (5) Years financial performances :

Year Operating Operating Net Profit EPS Return on
   Income Profit   Equity

2020 13,770.56 8,264.56 2,149.10 1.81 7.14%

2019 14,390.72 8,982.98 2,508.56  2.11 8.56%

2018 14,961.92 9,783.00 2,473.21  2.13 9.17%

2017 13,933.04 9,062.30 1,168.63  1.11 4.46%

2016 12,852.45 8,503.22 2,435.07 2.66 9.06%

• The Bank has earned operating profit of BDT 8,264.56 
million in 2020 which comprises of net interest income, 
income from investment, commission, exchange etc. 
Operating profit in 2019 was BDT 8,982.98 million. 
The operating profit of the Bank for the last (5) five 
years is given above :

• The operating income of the Bank stood at BDT 
13,770.56 million at the end of 2020 while it was BDT 
14,390.72 million in 2019. The operating income of 
the Bank for the last five (5) years is given above :

• Net Profit after tax and provision was BDT 2,149.10 
million during the year 2020 which was BDT 2,508.56 
million in the previous year. Net Profit for the last five 
(5) years is given above :

• Return on Equity (RoE) of the Bank was 7.14 percent 
in 2020 while it was 8.56 percent in the previous year. 
The Return on Equity of the Bank for the last five (5) 
years is given above :

18. Statutory Reserve

  The total amount of statutory reserve stood at BDT 11,580.48 million as on December 31, 2020 after 20% of the Profit 
Before Tax was transferred to statutory reserve for the year 2020.

19. Adoption of IAS and IFRS

  International Accounting Standards(IAS) and International Financial Reporting Standards(IFRS) are universally 
accepted principles that regulate the financial reporting of the entities. The Institute of Chartered Accountants of 
Bangladesh(ICAB) has accepted and adopted the stated principles to be the benchmark for financial reporting. 
Bangladesh Securities and Exchange Commission (BSEC) and Bangladesh Bank also mandated the implementation of 
IAS and IFRS. Consequently, International Accounting Standards (IAS) and International Financial Reporting Standards 
(IFRS) as applicable in Bangladesh, have been followed in the preparation of the financial statements of the bank for the 
year 2020 and any departure there-from has been adequately disclosed.

20. Branches Network

  In today’s intense competition, most of the financial institutions are striving hard to display their best possible efforts to 
be competitive. As customers are more fragmented, Bank’s are trying to enrich their services and network to serve the 
customers. Southeast Bank Limited, as a leading banking institution, always gives highest priority to accelerate its branch 
expansion programme to augment its customer base and provide banking services to unbanked people. It is to be 
mentioned that business is the prime objective of any branch expansion strategy of a bank and definitely a new branch is 
aimed at plugging geographical gaps in their network. The Bank invests in network expansion and new technology 
adoption to achieve competitive edge. Presently the Bank is functioning with country-wide network of 135 branches, 2 
Off-Shore Banking Units and 17 Sub-Branches (Upo Shakha) covering all divisions of the country.

Income



The Bank is providing “Shariah Based Islamic Banking Services” to the customers, 5 Branches are designated as Islamic Banking 
Branches located at Dhaka, Chattogram and Sylhet region. At present 21 Authorized Dealer (AD) Branches are in the country. The 
Bank is also providing “Evening Banking Service” through 27 Branches to further augment its service delivery at extended banking 
hours.

To facilitate service to female entrepreneurs, the bank has set up two Ladies’ Branches in Dhaka city. The Bank is also offering 
Offshore Banking facilities through 2 (two) Off-Shore Banking Units (OBU) in Dhaka Export Processing Zone and Chattogram 
Export Processing Zone.

Moreover, to provide banking service in grass-root level, Southeast Bank Limited has opened 17 Sub Branches (UpoShakha) at 
various locations in the country. These Sub Branches (UpoShakha) are operating within limited expenditure under the supervision 
of a nearby full-fledged branch of the Bank.

21. Implementation of Basel III

To maintain financial stability of the banking sector through maintaining adequate capital for protecting depositors’ and other 
creditors interest and for absorbing losses, Bangladesh Bank has given directions to implement Basel III from January 01, 2015 in 
phases and fully by January 01, 2019 by raising quality and level of capital both for going concern and gone concern basis. A 
Capital Conservation Buffer (CCB) of 2.5% is to be kept at 0.625% each year. This is in addition to Minimum Capital Requirement 
(MCR) of 10%. It means CRAR requirement is 12.50% of Risk Weighted Assets (RWAs).

To increase and strengthen the capital base of the Bank, Basel III has the following features:

1. Tier 1 capital is divided into two parts: 
 a. Common Equity Tier 1 (CET1) and 
 b. Additional Tier 1 (AT1) 

2. The Bank has to maintain 3% leverage ratio along with Liquidity Coverage Ratio (LCR) of 100% or more and Net Stable 
Funding Ratio (NSFR) of more than 100%. 

The Bank is well positioned in respect of capital and risk management. The overall scenario as of December 31, 2020 under pillar-I 
is depicted below:

CRAR (Solo) CRAR (Consolidated) Leverage Ratio LCR NSFR

The 2nd pillar of Basel III framework, Supervisory Review Process (SRP) is designed to ensure that the banks have adequate 
capital to support all the risks associated in the businesses, which are not fully covered under pillar - I of Basel – III.

Central Bank of Bangladesh has issued the guidelines to the banks that they should have an internal supervisory process which is 
called ICAAP or Internal Capital Adequacy Assessment Process. With this tool the banks can assess the capital adequacy in 
relation to their risk profiles as well as adopt strategies for maintaining the capital levels.

Apart from that, to ensure the adequate capital, the Bank has a Supervisory Review Process (SRP) team comprised of members of 
the senior management. SRP team of the Bank participates in dialogues with the Supervisory Review & Evaluation Process (SREP) 
team of Bangladesh Bank on the issue of maintaining adequate capital against all the risks associated with business.

Market Disclosure, the 3rd pillar of Basel III, encourages market discipline and transparency through appropriate disclosures on 
capital adequacy and risk management processes. This helps the market participants to assess and understand the key 
information relating to the Bank’s regulatory capital and risk exposures more effectively. 

The Bank publishes the disclosure on its annual report as well as on the official website of the Bank.

22. Supervisory Review Process

The second pillar of Basel-III, Supervisory Review Process (SRP), is developed to ensure that the bank has adequate capital to 
support all the risks in its business which are not covered under Pillar – 1 of Basel – III and the bank has a process for assessing 
overall capital adequacy in relation to the risk profile and a strategy for maintaining the capital at an adequate level.

There are mainly two components of Supervisory Review Process (SRP): 

a) Internal Capital Adequacy Assessment Process (ICAAP) and 

b) Supervisory Review and Evaluation Process (SREP).

14.52% 14.35% 4.85%(solo) 116.37% 106.51%



Internal Capital Adequacy Assessment Process (ICAAP) is designed to ensure that the Bank assesses all risks to which they are or 
could be exposed, maintain sufficient capital to face these risks; and develop and better use of risk management techniques in 
monitoring and managing these risks. 

SEBL has a Supervisory Review Process (SRP) team at management level headed by the Managing Director. The team periodically 
reviews the risk assessment process and the requirement of adequate capital against all plausible risks. The Bank uses Central 
Bank’s guidelines on “Revised Process Document for SRP-SREP Dialogue on ICAAP” to assess level of risks and capital 
requirement. It also reviews the policy documents that would supplement the whole risk mitigating process under SRP. The ICAAP 
report of 2019 has already been sent to Bangladesh Bank. As per the report, the Bank needs to keep BDT 31,572.18 million to act 
as cushion against risks under Pillar-I and Pillar-II of Basel-III. However, the Bank maintained BDT 38,755.80 million as capital 
including Tier-I and Tier-II.

Supervisory Review Evaluation Process (SREP) of Bangladesh Bank evaluates the degree to which a bank has in place a sound 
internal process to assess capital adequacy. Moreover, there are some Terms of Reference (ToR) of SRP-SREP dialogue which is 
mentioned in ICAAP guideline issued by Bangladesh Bank: 

i. Minimum capital requirement against credit, market and operational risks

ii. Risks to be covered under SRP e.g. residual risk, concentration risk, interest rate risk in the banking book, liquidity risk, 
reputation risk, strategic risk, settlement risk, appraisal of core risk management practice, environmental and climate 
change risk as well as other material risks

iii. Adequate capital against comprehensive risks

iv. Stress testing exercises and results

23. Corporate Governance

One of the basic policies of the Bank is to strengthen its corporate governance status by establishing responsible management 
system and strengthening supervision. Efforts are also being geared up to improve the transparency and accountability of the 
management. While putting efforts to achieve corporate objectives, Southeast Bank gives top priority to establishing appropriate 
corporate governance standard at all levels and in all units. A report on Corporate Governance of the Bank in 2020 is included in 
this Annual Report.

24. Minority Interest

Share capital structure of Southeast Bank Limited as of 31 December 2020 comprises of Minority Interest of institutional 
shareholders. The bank possesses a dignified culture of compliance regarding all regulatory obligations related to investors and 
shareholders. Any decision and actions having material impact on the interest of the shareholders, irrespective of the holding 
pattern, are disclosed and redressed, in due form, if required.

25. Appointment, Retirement and Re-election of Directors

Appointment of two new Directors namely, Mr. Raiyan Kabir and Bay Leasing & Investment Limited represented by Mr. M. 
Maniruz Zaman Khan has been decided by the Board of Directors of the Bank in its 610th Board meeting held on October 15, 
2020. Subsequently the Bank obtained approval from Bangladesh Bank for appointment of the above two Directors. In terms of 
Article 105 (i) of the Articles of Association of the Bank, one-third of the Directors for the time being or if their number is not three 
or multiples of three (3) then the number nearest to one third (1/3) shall retire in rotation from office. The Directors to retire are 
those who are longest in office. Accordingly, the following three (03) Directors will retire in the 26th Annual General Meeting who 
are eligible for re-election as Director in the same AGM of the Bank.

i) Mr. Alamgir Kabir, FCA

ii) Mrs. Duluma Ahmed

iii) Mrs. Rehana Rahman

The brief profile of the above Directors along with other required information about them is available under “Brief Profile of Board 
of Directors” included in this Annual Report. 

A statement detailing the name of the companies in which the directors of the Bank have interest is available under “Corporate 
Governance Report ” included in this Annual Report. 

26. Loans to Directors

No loan excepting Credit Card limit was allowed to any Director of the Bank in the year 2020.



27. Declaration of the Compliance of BSEC Notification

The following disclosures are made in compliance with certain provisions contained in the BSEC Notification dated June 03, 2018 

and June 20, 2018.

a) The financial statements prepared by the management present fairly its state of affairs, the result of its operations, cash 

flows and changes in equity.

b) All transactions have been recorded in the accounting records and are reflected in the financial statements (ISA 580 

11b). Accounting books have been properly maintained in the Bank.

c) Appropriate accounting policies have been consistently applied in preparation of the financial statements and that the 

accounting estimates are based on reasonable and prudent judgment.

d) International Accounting Standards (IAS)/International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS) as applicable in 

Bangladesh have been followed except as outlined in Note No 2.1 in the financial statements.

e) The system of internal control in the Bank is sound in design and has been effectively implemented and monitored.

f) There are no doubts about the Bank’s ability to continue as a going concern.

28. Southeast Bank Capital Services Limited

Southeast Bank Capital Services Limited (SEBCSL) is a subsidiary company of Southeast Bank Limited. It was incorporated by the 

Registrar of Joint Stock Companies and Firms under Company Act 1994 on September 23, 2010 as a Public Limited Company. 

The Authorized and the Paid up Capital of the company are BDT 6,000.00 million and BDT 5,500.00 million respectively. SEBCSL 

has been carrying out operation as a full-fledged Merchant Bank since 2010. Southeast Bank Limited holds 99.82% of the total 

shares of the company. It provides Portfolio Management, Pre-IPO Placement, Underwriting Management, Issue Management 

and Corporate Advisory Services to its clients.

SEBCSL is active participant in the primary and secondary market. Thereby, SEBCSL is contributing to the raise and growth of 

capital market in Bangladesh. The company has been maintaining own portfolio investment in the capital market since its inception 

of the company. 

The company is managed by a professional team under the policy guidelines of the Board. The Board of the Company comprises 

of the following professionals:  

Sl No Name of the Directors Position

01 Mr. Alamgir Kabir, FCA  Chairman

02 Mr. Syed Sajedul Karim
 Independent Director  Director

03 Mr. M. Kamal Hossain
 Nominee of Southeast Bank Limited  Director

04 Dr. Zaidi Sattar
 Nominee of Southeast Bank Limited Director

05 Mr. Md. Khursheed Alam
 Nominee of Southeast Bank Green Foundation  Director

06 Air Cdre (Retd) Md Abu Bakar, FCA  Managing Director

The capital market of our country showed positive trend from second half of the year 2020. Consequently, index, share price, 

turnover, foreign investment and capitalization of the market has increased remarkably compare to the last year. The year end 

2020 DSEX index was 5403 where as DSEX index beginning of the year 2020 was 4453. Net Operating Profit of the Company 

amounted to BDT 103.73 million and the Profit after Tax stood at BDT 70.40 million. It is expected that the Company will earn 

more good return from its investment in 2021. 



29. Declaration of Dividend

The Board of Directors in its 626th meeting held on May 09, 2021 recommended 10 percent cash dividend for distribution 
amongst the shareholders for the year-2020 subject to the approval in the 26th Annual General Meeting. 

30. Contribution to National Exchequer

Southeast Bank Limited being one of the leading financial 
institutions, contributes on time to the national exchequer in the 
form of taxes, VAT, excise duties etc. Southeast Bank contributed a 
sum of BDT 7,165.82 million to national exchequer in 2020. The 
contribution for 2019 was BDT 6,248.31 million, thus representing 
a 15% YoY growth.

The Bank’s contributions to the National Exchequer for the last five 
(5) years are depicted as besides:

Southeast Bank’s contributions to National Exchequer for the year 
2019-2020 in corporate tax, withholding tax, excise duty and VAT etc. 

31. Corporate Social Responsibilities

Southeast Bank Limited manages its business in a responsible way and contributes to the society and environment in which it 
operates. A report on Corporate Social Responsibility of the Bank in 2020 is included in this Annual Report.
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